This paper discusses an approach which helps us to recognize English language characters which are written in the air by hands. This method is done by using Kinect camera and growing neural gas network. The proposed character recognition method has three main steps: preprocessing, training and recognition. The system and the proposed method can be considered from two aspects: (a) runtime, and (b) accuracy. One of the main goals in this method is to provide noise tolerance which is necessary for these kinds of methods. IN addition, it has influence upon accuracy rate because the proposed method can remove more outliers. The results show that the proposed method provides good results with the accuracy rate of 95.54%, 97.86% and 99.08% for lower case letters, upper case letters and digits respectively.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Since 3D sensors were introduced to the world of electronics and computers, so many applications were made in monitoring, mapping and navigation areas. However, their high costs prevented them from finding a way to wide spread application and global markets.
When the Kinect sensor was invented by Microsoft, it made a big evolution in the area of 3D based applications. We can use Kinect camera in character recognition research area. In our proposed approach we are going to present a method for character recognition based on Growing Neural Gas and multi-layer perceptron networks which are types of Artificial Neural Networks.
One of the most classical applications of the Artificial Neural Network is the Character Recognition System. This system is the base for many different types of applications in different fields, many of which we use in our daily lives. Cost effective and less time consuming, most businesses, post offices, banks, security systems, and even the field of robotics could employ this system as the base of their operations. Handwritten character recognition is a difficult problem due to the great variations of writing styles, different size (length and height) and orientation angle of the characters. Handwritten character recognition is an area of pattern recognition that has become the subject of research during the last some decades 1. Character recognition has always been given considerable attention. Because of the fast pace of development in automation, many old methods have been improved to go with the new techniques for recognizing Latin and Chinese characters 2, 3 . Neural network is playing an important role in handwritten character recognition. Many reports of character recognition in English have been published but still high recognition accuracy and minimum training time of handwritten English characters using neural network is an open problem. Therefore, it is a great important to develop an automatic handwritten character recognition system for the English language 1 . On the other hand, online handwriting character recognition is one of the most difficult and complex research problems 4, 5, 6 because of different size and styles of the characters which are written by different people. In this paper, efforts have been made to develop a handwritten character recognition method for English language with high recognition accuracy and minimum runtime.
2.0 THE PROPOSED METHOD

Creating the Dataset
In this research, a dataset is needed for testing, validating and training sections. Since the user is writing in the air, the current OCR datasets are not useful for this research because there are some hand written samples which are written on a paper or any other surface. For creating the dataset, 100 people were asked to write the English language characters by the use of the software which was made in this research. The participants were supposed to write the characters like they are writing them in the air. When you are writing on a paper or any other surfaces you can pick up your hand whenever it is necessary and continue writing but when you are writing in the air you cannot put your fingers up and the camera cannot recognize it. Figure 1 shows a sample of character A which is written by a user. 
Recognition and Tracking the Hand
We use Kinect for Windows SDK 7 as a development environment of Kinect sensor. By the use of depth data it is possible to detect and recognize the joint position of the body. Kinect sensor can track 20 places of joint position and can easily carry out hand detected and gesture recognition from this dataset. Figure 2 illustrates the joint that can be detected by Kinect. 
Normalization
The data which are obtained in the tracking part are so noisy. These noises are categorized in 3 following categories. 1. The hand tracking algorithm of Microsoft Company is not optimal. It means there are some mistakes and misdetection in tracking the hand movements and these mistakes are illustrated as some noises and extra lines on the screen. So these errors make the path obtained in the hand tracking algorithm noisier. 2. In this system the user draw the characters in the air, so there is high probability that user have extra and unwanted movements. So the path may have extra curves and lines. These extra curves and lines are also considered as a noise.
3. Hands movements should start from one point and ends to another (end point) point. Therefore, all the movements before the start point and after the end point are considered as useless data. Because of the Noises and outlier data which mentioned above, there is a need to eliminate such kind of data from the obtained path. Eliminating the useless data has two steps: (1) constructing the region of interest; and (2) Removing noisy data.
Constructing Region of Interest
During the extracting hand movements in this system, a boundary is being determined so that the user can draw the character within this boundary. This boundary is a Tetrahedral with predefined measures and the user can change the size of the edges of this tetrahedral in the settings option. All the curves and lines out of this boundary are being ignored. Following is the Pseudocode for region of interest in 
Noise Reduction
For reducing the noisy data using this approach, a normalization technique with first derivation degree is used. First the first derivation of considered curve is being calculated which gives back the slope between the sampling points directly. The result is the amount of change in the direction of the curve in each moment. These results can help the system to delete the sampling points which have high amount of change in their location.
To omit the environment noises, the first derivation of the extracted path is being calculated to achieve the slope between sampling points. Bye use of the first deviation results, system computes the angle of changes.
In this technique, two thresholds are chosen then the calculated angles are being normalized and sit through 0 to 360. After that, all the sampling points which are located in defined thresholds will be eliminated. By this normalization process, all the small environmental noises and breaks are eliminated. Figure  4 shows the Pseudocode of noise reduction step.
REDUCE NOISY SAMPLING POINTS (arr, len)
arr <-array of sampling points len <-SIZE(arr) arr_m (1) <-0 for each sampling point in the array (index <-2 ~ len), point2 <-arr (index) point1 <-arr (index -1) m = (point2(y) -point1(y)) / (point2(x) -point1(x)) arr_m (index) <-m end for each sampling point in the array (index <-2 ~ len) m2 <-arr_m (index) m1 <-arr_m (index -1) angle <-arctan((m1 -m2)/1+m1m2) if angle is inside the predefined criteria, delete index th point in the array end end
END REMOVE NOISY SAMPLING POINTS METHOD
Figure 4 Remove noisy sampling points pseudocode
In this technique, an interval will be defined by the user. If the angle between two lines be in the defined criteria, the sampling point, which connects these two lines, will be eliminated and the pervious point will be connected to the current point.
In this normalization technique, the value of first deviation of extracted path which contains so many sampling points is calculated. So after calculating the first derivation, the slope between each two lines is available. In continue, the slopes will be investigated and the local angel for each sample point will be calculated. By the following formula we are going to calculate the slope between two points.
In this technique, each achieved angel comparison with the pervious angel. If the difference between them is lower than threshold which is defined as 26 in this system, the calculated point will be eliminated and the pervious point will connect to the next point.
There are two steps after eliminating the noisy sample points: (1) extracting the key-features; and (2) choosing limited numbers of key-features. Specifying the key-features helps the character recognition algorithm to detect the considered character and ignore processing the useless data. In this research to find these key-features, a down-sampling algorithm based on growing neural gas technique is used.
The achieved sampling points from the noise reduction part are transferred as an input to down-sampling algorithm. Then the growing neural gas algorithm starts to add the key-features to the points and change their current position to the right position.
According to the congestion of the sampling points in different locations, the growing neural gas algorithm defines and locates the key-features.
Growing Neural Gas
Growing neural gas is an unsupervised learning method. It means that there is no information about the output 8 . The growing neural gas also is able to recognize the number of neurons needed to describe an input dataset. In this algorithm, at first there are only two neurons in the system, then the input data are being feed to growing neural gas.
According to the location of input data, the location of neurons will be changed to reduce the errors of the system. After having specified number of input signals, a neuron will be added to system in order to reducing the average local errors of the system.
The above process is being executed repeatedly until the number of neurons reaches the predefined number of them. The black points are curve's sampling points and the red one is GNG neuron's centroid. Figure 5 shows a neuron and its neighbors and Table 1 shows the parameters and their value of GNG algorithm. The value of the aforementioned parameters is chosen based on trial and error method. It means in different experiments they had the best outcome.
The most important parameter in down-sampling technique is the number of signals which are needed to add one neuron to growing neural gas in the process. The quality of down-sampling results is related to the mentioned parameter. Also it has a considerable effect on the down-sampling running time. The execution time and the quality of results in down-sampling part are related to the parameters which are defined in growing neural gas network.
Character Recognition
After normalization part and gathering the key-features, now all the data to execute the character recognition part are available. In character recognition part, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network is used. An MLP consist of at least 3 layers, an input layer, one or more hidden layer(s) and an output layer. The input layer is not considered a "true" layer because no computation is performed by it. It receives problem-specific inputs from the outside world. An MLP contains one or more hidden layers, which receive inputs from preceding layers (input or hidden layers) and their outputs connect to the next layers (output or hidden layers) 9 . Each neuron in a hidden layer employs a nonlinear activation function that is differentiable 10 . Initially in the setup part, by the use of the defined dataset, the neural network is being trained to recognize the characters. There neural network receives the key-features as an input and defines the percentage of dependency of this set to each character. The character which has the highest dependency among other characters is chosen as the best candidate. Table 2 illustrates the MLP features and their value. Table 3 shows the running time for some samples of the dataset. As shown in Table 3 the runtime execution has encouraging results.
3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Runtime Evaluation
Accuracy Rate
The proposed method has been tested for upper case, lower case and digits. Table 4 shows the results. 
4.0 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method was presented for recognizing the characters which are written in the air by hands. Kinect camera recognizes and tracks the hands movements. The achieved path will be fed into the proposed OCR engine which contains growing neural gas and multi-layer perceptron networks. A dataset gathered from 100 people in order to test, validate and train the system was used in this study.
The experiment results show that the proposed approach is applicable for recognizing the particular movements which are captured by Kinect camera. In the future, the proposed method can be used in other OCR techniques to increase the accuracy rate and decrease the running time.
